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Now in its third edition, this authoritative work on the construction of contracts is an invaluable resource for legal practitioners and academics seeking to understand the legal principles involved in contract
interpretation as well as the current trends in the neighbouring topics of implied terms and rectification. The third edition continues its principle-by-principle coverage of the main elements of contractual
construction with reference to recent case law. Recent major construction of contract cases are discussed, including the UK Supreme Court decisions of Rainy Sky v Kookmin Bank (2011), Arnold v Britton
(2015), the Lloyds Bank Bonds case (2016), and Wood v Capita Insurance Services (2017). Guidance is provided on balancing text, context, common sense and commercial purpose. The discussion of the
implication of terms reflects the sceptical treatment of Belize Telecom (2009) in the Marks & Spencer case (2015). The issue of rectification addressed in detail in the new edition, reflecting the law's state of
flux in this area with cases such as Daventry (2011), Cherry Tree v Landmain (2012) and Tartsinis v Navona (2015). The role of good faith is discussed with reference to Leggatt J in Yam Seng (2014) and the
Court of Appeal in MSC Mediterranean Shipping v Cottonex (2016). Agreed damages clauses are revisited in the light of the reining in of the penalty rule in Cavendish v Makdessi (2016). There is
consideration of Prime Sight v Lavarello (2013) and the Privy Council's reflections on contractual estoppel. Providing practical guidance on how courts would interpret contractual terms with reference to
recent commercial contract litigation, this is the essential reference work for all commercial and corporate lawyers, both litigators and those negotiating and drafting deals.
The problems inherent in the traditional design-bid-build procurement method often lead to the adversarial working relationships within the construction industry. Target cost contracts, accompanied by a gainshare/pain-share arrangement serving as a cost incentive mechanism, have emerged in the United States, the United Kingdom, Australia and Hong Kong with the aim of achieving better value for money and
more satisfactory overall project performance under a collaborative working relationship. This book presents the underlying principles, practicalities and a series of short case studies of applying the target
cost contracting strategy. Principles begin with the fundamentals then cover the development of target cost contracting in major countries/cities, definitions of target cost contracting, perceived benefits,
potential difficulties and critical success factors for implementation. Practices include the target cost contracting approach and process in general, the key risk factors, risk assessment model, risk allocation
and risk mitigation measures for target cost contracts in particular, together with a conceptual framework for the performance measurement of target cost contracts. Several short real-life case studies from the
United Kingdom, Hong Kong, Australia and New Zealand are provided for further illustration. The book will appeal to a wide spectrum of readers from industrial practitioners to undergraduate students,
researchers and academics interested in construction contracts and procurement methods.
The aim of this book is to provide a comprehensive and accessible text covering the major aspects of family law. Family law is a dynamic part of the legal landscape and is ever evolving. It also intersects with
other areas of law and involves many disciplines. An emerging theme in family law is that a thorough appreciation of social science research is essential. This book stands apart from others because it has a
comprehensive chapter on social science which not only summarises the latest research but also analyses the case law to demonstrate how this research is used in family law decision-making. It also has a
chapter touching on international family law, an area of increasing importance. The author team brings a unique blend of practice experience and academic expertise, to ensure this text will have a broad
appeal to all readers. Students, academics, new practitioners, and also more experienced practitioners looking for a refresher, will all find Family Law Principles a useful resource.
The Construction industry routinely operates across international borders, which means that Construction professionals need to have a good understanding of how legislation in different jurisdictions might
affect their work. This book is an in-depth analysis of international Construction law from all the major jurisdictions of the world, alongside their relevant contract law principles, helping the reader to prepare for
the complexity of an international construction project. The book begins by introducing the major families of Law, before looking at individual jurisdictions. Each chapter is written by an experienced legal
professional operating in that region and covers subjects such as, taking over, defects liabilities, warranties, design issues, termination, bonds and guarantees, limitation of liability and more. The systems
included are: German Civil system (Germanic code) French Civil system (Napoleonic code English Common law system GCC Countries Civil law system (with emphasis on UAE, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and
Egypt) Nordic legal system Chinese Civil system Finally, the book will discuss the national standard construction contracts used in the differing legal systems and also the widely used FIDIC contracts. The
combination of truly international coverage with the practical insight of experienced practitioners means that this book will be invaluable to any professional involved in the Construction industry including,
lawyers, project managers, contractors and investors as well as academics in the field.
Written with the busy practitioner in mind, this concise and insightful book sets out the principles that guide the courts in interpreting contracts. Each principle is covered in its own dedicated chapter,
supported by case law which illustrates how the principle works in practice and in its wider context. In addition to interpretation of contracts, the book also considers the implication of terms, rectification, and
estoppel by convention. This new edition considers the implications of key decisions of the Supreme Court in Arnold v Britton and Marks & Spencer v BNP Paribas, and BNY Mellon v LBG Capital. Other
writing, including from judges writing extra-judicially, is also analysed. This book provides an invaluable reference for lawyers drafting, interpreting and litigating on contracts.
Principles of Real Estate Practice in Florida contains the essentials of Florida real estate law, principles, and practices necessary for basic competence as a real estate professional and as mandated by
Florida license law and the FREC 1 course outline. It is based on our highly successful and popular national publication, Principles of Real Estate Practice, which is in use in real estate schools nationwide.
The text is tailored to the needs of the prelicense student. It is designed to -make it easy for students to learn the material and pass their real estate exam - prepare students for numerous career applications stress practical, rather than theoretical, skills and knowledge. Principles of Real Estate Practice in Florida is streamlined, direct and to-the-point. It includes multiple learning reinforcements. It has a studentoriented organization, both within each section and from section to section. Its examples and exercises are grounded in the authors’ many years in real estate education. Table of Contents The Real Estate
Business Real Estate License Law and Qualifications for Licensure Real Estate License Law and Commission Rules Authorized Relationships, Duties, and Disclosure Real Estate Brokerage Activities and
Procedures Violations of License Law, Penalties, and Procedures Federal and State Laws Pertaining to Real Estate Property Rights, Estates and Tenancies Title, Deeds and Ownership Restrictions Legal
Descriptions Real Estate Contracts Residential Mortgages Types of Mortgages and Sources of Financing Real Estate Related Computations; Closing Transactions The Real Estate Market and Analysis Real
Estate Appraisal Real Estate Investments and Business Opportunity Brokerage Taxes Affecting Real Estate Planning, Zoning and Environmental Hazards Real Estate Mathematics For Florida students
looking for a Florida-specific exam prep book, Florida Real Estate License Exam Prep is now available.
This book is the definitive primer on the subjects which are at the heart of every construction law dispute. Written by highly regarded construction attorney, with 13 chapters which explain the key principles of
construction law.
GREEN BUILDING: PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES IN RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION provides a current, comprehensive guide to this exciting, emerging field. From core concepts to innovative
applications of cutting-edge technology and the latest industry trends, this text offers an in-depth introduction to the construction of green homes. Unlike many texts that adopt a product-oriented approach,
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this book emphasizes the crucial planning, processes, and execution methods necessary for effective, environmentally sound construction. This text demonstrates that Earth-friendly products and energyefficient materials take planning in order to make a building truly green. This visionary text helps students and professionals develop the knowledge and skills to think green from start to finish, empowering
and inspiring them to build truly sustainable homes. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Principles and Practices of Construction Law presents the most common areas of law encountered in the construction industry in an easy-to-read format. Geared to those not yet studying law, the legal
concepts are simplified and presented in a basic and simple format that is understandable, practical and devoid of excessive legal detail that can be overwhelming. The book is designed to build readers'
ability to think critically, solve legal problems and write comprehensible solutions to claims and issues arising in the construction process. The volume provides an introduction to the legal system and the
maxims of law, and addresses applying and using the law, logic, preparing legal arguments and briefing cases, law, ethics, and morality, relationships among the parties on the project, bidding, specification
and plans, delays, and acceleration, differing, and unforeseen site conditions, warranties, termination of the contract and contract damages, torts, joint liability and indemnity and dispute resolution. For
construction industry professionals interested in a basic understanding of important legal concepts.
Federal Government Construction Contracts, Third Edition provides an invaluable guide through the myriad of federal government contract regulations, clauses, and case law can present problems and pitfalls
for nongovernment contract practitioners.
Law in the Pursuit of Development critically explores the relationships between contemporary principles and practice in law and development. Including papers by internationally renowned, as well as
emerging, scholars and practitioners, the book is organized around the three liberal principles which underlie current efforts to direct law towards the pursuit of development. First, that the private sector has
an important role to play in promoting the public interest; second, that widespread participation and accountability are essential to any large scale enterprise; and third, that the rule of law is a fundamental
building block of development. This insightful and provocative collection, in which contributors critique both the principles and efforts to implement them in practice, will be of considerable interest to students,
academics and practitioners with an interest in the fields of law and development, international economic law, and law and globalization.
Management of Construction introduces all aspects of management practice to students and professionals based in the construction industry. It is also important for those involved in allied fields such as
design, project development, and site monitoring and inspection. The book addresses each stage of the construction project from conception to completion, giving a perspective on the whole life cycle often
missing from textbooks. The author also balances engineering concerns with the human resource and personal aspects of construction management that are so important to the successful outcome of a
project.
Provides a framework for understanding of the legal, contractual and procedural implication of architectural practice. The book acts as a useful aide-memoire for students and practitioners based on the
premise that smooth legal administration will provide the conditions under which client relations can be constructive and good design can be achieved.
YA roadmap to the most important ethical considerations facing legal practitioners in multi-jurisdictional construction practice.

Chitty on Contracts is the single most pre-eminent reference work on the whole range of English contract law available anywhere in the common law world. It has been used for generations by
lawyers as the leading guide to contracts, and is relied on to provide insight and aid in knotty areas of the law. The work is in two volumes: Volume One covers the General Principles of
contract law, whilst Volume Two offers guidance on Specific Contracts, namely contractual issues in specific industry sectors. (Volume One of the work is available as a standalone for those
who need coverage of the general principles of contract law only).
Principles of Real Estate Practice in New Jersey contains the essentials of the national and New Jersey real estate law, principles, and practices necessary for basic competence as a real
estate professional and as mandated by New Jersey license law. It is based on our highly successful and popular national publication, Principles of Real Estate Practice, which is in use in real
estate schools nationwide. The text is tailored to the needs of the pre-license student. It is designed to - make it easy for students to learn the material and pass their real estate exam prepare students for numerous career applications - stress practical, rather than theoretical, skills and knowledge. Principles of Real Estate Practice in New Jersey is streamlined, direct and tothe-point. It includes multiple learning reinforcements. It has a student-oriented organization, both within each chapter and from chapter to chapter. Its examples and exercises are grounded in
the authors’ many years in real estate education. Table of Contents The Real Estate Business Rights in Real Estate Interests and Estates Ownership Encumbrances and Liens Transferring
and Recording Title to Real Estate Leasing Essentials Land Use Planning and Control Legal Descriptions Fundamentals of Contract Law National Agency Listing Agreements: An Overview
General Brokerage Practices Overview of Conveyance Contracts Real Estate Market Economics Appraising and Estimating Market Value Real Estate Finance Real Estate Investment Real
Estate Taxation Professional Practices Closings Overview of Licensing and Regulation Risk Management Property Management The New Jersey Regulatory Environment New Jersey
Brokerage Regulations New Jersey Agency and Business Practices New Jersey Real Estate Contracts New Jersey Housing Regulations Other New Jersey Laws and Practices Glossary of
Residential Style and Construction Terms Glossary of General Real Estate Terms Index For students looking for a New Jersey exam prep book, we publish New Jersey Real Estate License
Exam Prep
Principles of Construction Law provides an introductory overview of construction law from the perspective of the construction professional. Through simple, thorough explanations and an
abundance of quotations from decided cases, the author discusses the core topics of contract and tort and shows how the law is applied in practice. The text is divided into 4 sections. The first
sets out the fundamental principles of construction law and discusses aspects of the general legal system that impact on the construction industry. From this base the author then details the
two major constituents of construction law, contract and tort, providing real-life examples of how the courts approach, analyze and decide cases. The quotations used to illustrate the text have
been carefully selected for their clarity and bearing on practical construction problems. The book concludes with a coverage of the important topics of international construction law and the role
of construction professionals.
This book addresses the process and principles of contract management in construction from an international perspective. It presents a well-structured, in-depth analysis of construction law
doctrines necessary to understand the fundamentals of contract management. The book begins with an introduction to contract management and contract law and formation. It then discusses
the various parties to a contract and their relevant obligations, whether they are engineers, contractors or subcontractors. It also addresses standard practices when drafting and revising
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contracts, as well as what can be expected in standard contracts general clauses. Two chapters are dedicated to contract clauses, with one focused on contract administration such as
schedules, payment certificates and defects liability, and the other focused on contract management, such as terminations, dispute resolutions and claims. This book provides a useful
reference to engineers, project managers and students within the field of engineering and construction management.
This edition is designed to accommodate either a focus on individual documents one at a time or a focus on transferable skills. Revised and expanded chapters on the skills of using clients
and documents as resources; drafting with flexible language; avoiding inadvertent ambiguity; defining terms and naming concepts; and making stylistic choices.
The #1 construction law guide for construction professionals Updated and expanded to reflect the most recent changes in construction law, this practical guide teaches readersthe difficult
theories, principles, and established rules that regulate the construction business. It addresses the practical steps required to avoid and mitigate risks—whether the project is performed
domestically or internationally, or whether it uses a traditional design-bid-build delivery system or one of the many alternative project delivery systems. Smith, Currie & Hancock's Common
Sense Construction Law: A Practical Guide for the Construction Professional provides a comprehensive introduction to the important legal topics and questions affecting the construction
industry today. This latest edition features: all-new coverage of Electronically Stored Information (ESI) and Integrated Project Delivery (IPD); extended information on the civil False Claims Act;
and fully updated references to current AIA, ConsensusDocs, DBIA, and EJDC contract documents. Chapters coverthe legal context of construction; interpreting a contract; public-private
partnerships (P3); design-build and EPC; and international construction contracts. Other topics include: management techniques to limit risks and avoid disputes; proving costs and damages,
including for changes and claims for delay and disruption; construction insurance, including general liability, builders risk, professional liability, OCIP, CCIP, and OPPI; bankruptcy; federal
government construction contracting; and more. Fully updated with comprehensive coverage of the significant legal topics and questions that affect the construction industry Discusses new
project delivery methods including Public-Private Partnerships (P3) and Integrated Project Delivery (IPD) Presents new coverage of digital tools and processes including Electronically Stored
Information (ESI) Provides extended and updated coverage of the civil False Claims Act as it relates to government construction contracting Filled with checklists, sample forms, and summary
“Points to Remember” for each chapter, Smith, Currie & Hancock's Common Sense Construction Law: A Practical Guide for the Construction Professional, Sixth Edition is the perfect
resource for construction firm managers, contractors, subcontractors, architects and engineers. It will also greatly benefit students in construction management, civil engineering, and
architecture.
This book reviews the primary rules courts apply to discern a statute's meaning. However, each matter of interpretation before a court presents its own challenges, and there is no unified,
systematic approach used in all cases. While schools of statutory interpretation may vary on what factors should be considered, all approaches start (if not necessarily end) with the language
and structure of the statute itself. In analyzing a statute's text, courts are guided by the basic principle that a statute should be read as a harmonious whole, with its separate parts being
interpreted within their broader statutory context.

Quality management is essential for facilitating the competitiveness of modern day commercial organisations. Excellence in quality management is a requisite for construction
organisations who seek to remain competitive and successful. The challenges presented by competitive construction markets and large projects that are dynamic and complex
necessitate the adoption and application of quality management approaches. This new edition of Construction Quality Management provides a comprehensive evaluation of
quality management systems and tools. Their effectiveness in achieving project objectives is explored, as well as applications in corporate performance enhancement. Both the
strategic and operational dimensions of quality assurance are addressed by focusing on providing models of best practice. The reader is supported throughout by concise and
clear explanations and with self-assessment questions. Practical case study examples show how various evaluative-based quality management systems and tools have been
applied. Subjects covered include: business objectives – the stakeholder satisfaction methodology organisational culture and Health and Safety quality philosophy evaluation of
organisational performance continuous quality improvement and development of a learning organisation. New chapters consider the influence of Building Information Modelling
(BIM) on quality management. The text should be of interest to construction industry senior managers, practicing professionals and academics. It is also an essential resource for
undergraduate and postgraduate students of construction management, project management and business management courses.
Thomas and Ellis discuss the most troublesome contract clauses and present rules to construe them so as to avoid disputes that must be resolved in court.
Multi-Party and Multi-Contract Arbitration in the Construction Industry provides the first detailed review of multi-party arbitration in the international construction sector. Highly
practical in approach, the detailed interpretation and assessment of the arbitration of multi-party disputes will facilitate understanding and decision making by arbitrators, clients
and construction contractors.
Forthcoming Publication date: October, 2015 Understanding Construction Law by Tom Davie, Tony Earls, Phil Evans, Kim Lovegrove and Jeremy Coggins is an overview text,
designed for students in disciplines such as construction, architecture engineering or business who need to understand construction law. Format: Paperback Once published, this
title will also be available in eBook format. [eISBN: 9780409341652] This text will also be a valuable reference for individuals working in the construction industry. It illustrates
how legal principles are applied in transactions, covering all Australian jurisdictions and including information on construction industry and practice. The author team combines indepth experience in the construction industry, legal practice and academia to present an authoritative but readable and practical text with no assumed knowledge of law.
Features oÂeo covers all Australian jurisdictions oÂeo includes information on construction industry and practice oÂeo no assumed knowledge of law Related LexisNexis Titles
Cremean, Whitten & Sharkey, Brooking on Building Contracts, 5th ed, 2014 Gerber & Ong, Best Practice in Construction Disputes - Avoidance, Management and Resolution,
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2013 Wilson, Security of Payment in New South Wales and Victoria, 2014
First published in 1995, the award-winning Civil Engineering Handbook soon became known as the field's definitive reference. To retain its standing as a complete, authoritative
resource, the editors have incorporated into this edition the many changes in techniques, tools, and materials that over the last seven years have found their way into civil
engineering research and practice. The Civil Engineering Handbook, Second Edition is more comprehensive than ever. You'll find new, updated, and expanded coverage in
every section. In fact, more than 1/3 of the handbook is new or substantially revised. In particular you'll find increased focus on computing reflecting the rapid advances in
computer technology that has revolutionized many aspects of civil engineering. You'll use it as a survey of the field, you'll use it to explore a particular subject, but most of all
you'll use The Civil Engineering Handbook to answer the problems, questions, and conundrums you encounter in practice.
Delay and disruption in the course of construction impacts upon building projects of any scale. Now in its 5th edition Delay and Disruption in Construction Contracts continues to
be the pre-eminent guide to these often complex and potentially costly issues and has been cited by the judiciary as a leading textbook in court decisions worldwide, see, for
example, Mirant v Ove Arup [2007] EWHC 918 (TCC) at [122] to [135] per the late His Honour Judge Toulmin CMG QC. Whilst covering the manner in which delay and disruption
should be considered at each stage of a construction project, from inception to completion and beyond, this book includes: An international team of specialist advisory editors,
namely Francis Barber (insurance), Steve Briggs (time), Wolfgang Breyer (civil law), Joe Castellano (North America), David-John Gibbs (BIM), Wendy MacLaughlin (Pacific Rim),
Chris Miers (dispute boards), Rob Palles-Clark (money), and Keith Pickavance Comparative analysis of the law in this field in Australia, Canada, England and Wales, Hong Kong,
Ireland, New Zealand, the United States and in civil law jurisdictions Commentary upon, and comparison of, standard forms from Australia, Ireland, New Zealand, the United
Kingdom, USA and elsewhere, including two major new forms New chapters on adjudication, dispute boards and the civil law dynamic Extensive coverage of Building Information
Modelling New appendices on the SCL Protocol (Julian Bailey) and the choice of delay analysis methodologies (Nuhu Braimah) Updated case law (to December 2014), linked
directly to the principles explained in the text, with over 100 helpful "Illustrations" Bespoke diagrams, which are available for digital download and aid explanation of multi-faceted
issues This book addresses delay and disruption in a manner which is practical, useful and academically rigorous. As such, it remains an essential reference for any lawyer,
dispute resolver, project manager, architect, engineer, contractor, or academic involved in the construction industry.
The construction industry has not had a good record on health andsafety and faces tough legal and financial penalties for breachesof the law. This book provides a unique
resource for all those who construct orprocure the construction of projects of all sizes and in allcountries and for clients who need to keep abreast of their own andtheir
contractors' responsibilities. It gives practical guidance on best practice, including: * measuring performance and recording information * developing a safety policy and method
statements * assessing risk * training and understanding people * the basics of the construction/environment interface The book addresses several topics not found in other
referenceworks, discussing techniques of health and safety and basicenvironmental management as applied to the industry. It uniquelyprovides 50 quick reference guides setting
out solutions to commonproblems. These include falls, manual and mechanical handling, workwith asbestos and noise. It also summarises the main UK legalrequirements on
construction safety and health and includes anumber of useful checklists and model forms. Written by a very experienced health and safety practitioner, whois also author of the
highly successful IOSH book Principles ofHealth and Safety at Work, this book will be welcomed by allresponsible for health and safety. It will also provide anexcellent text for the
NEBOSH (National Examination Board inOccupational Safety and Health) Construction Safety and Healthnational certificate. The author Allan St John Holt has twice been
elected to the Presidency of theUK's professional body, the Institution of Occupational Safety andHealth. He is a Fellow of the Institution and a Registered SafetyPractitioner. An
internationally-known lecturer and writer onsafety management and other topics, he has presented seminars andfeatured as keynote speaker at conferences on everycontinent.
Allan Holt's lifetime contribution to injury prevention wasrecognised in 1997, when he was inducted into the Safety and HealthHall of Fame International in Chicago, Illinois for
services tointernational safety management. He is the only non-American tohave been elected Chairman of the US National Safety Council'sConstruction Section (1991) and he
received the Council'sDistinguished Service to Safety Award in 2000. His current position as Head of Safety at Royal Mail Group followshis previous position as Global Director of
Environment, Health andSafety for Bovis Lend Lease. Allan Holt has served as a Justice ofthe Peace since 1987. From reviews of the book 'The book is full of valuable advice
and practical help in the formof checklists, assessment criteria and so on ... a fine addition tosafety publications.' - Construction Manager 'Written by a long-experienced health
and safety specialist ...this is an impressive and very satisfactory work.' - The RoSPAOccupational Safety & Health Journal Also of interest CDM Regulations Procedures Manual
Stuart Summerhayes 1 4051 0740 5 Second edition Design Contribution to Health and Safety Management Stuart Summerhayes 1 4051 3275 2 Cover design by Simon Witter
Photograph courtesy of FREECPD LIMITED www.thatconstructionsite.com
In England mediation became a key part of the civil justice reform agenda after the Woolf Reforms of 1996, as disputants were deflected from litigation towards settlement outside the court system. The Civil
Procedure Rules (CPR) give courts the power to ‘encourage’ mediation through judicial case management or use stronger measures by using costs to penalise parties who act unreasonably by refusing to
use ADR or mediation. One of the effects of this institutionalisation is an emerging case law that defines how mediation is practiced as it is merges with the litigation process. When mediation first began to be
used in England the parties either agreed to mediate by a contract before a dispute happened or decided to attempt the process as a way of resolving disagreements. Inevitably, some disputants either
refused to abide by their contractual obligations or would not follow through with the settlement agreements reached through the process. This brought the authority of the law into a new area and the
juridification process began. This book explores how mediation law shapes the practice of mediation in the English jurisdiction. It provides a comprehensive examination of the legal framework for mediation,
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and explores the jurisprudence in order to analyse the extent that institutionalisation by the state and courts has led to the monopolisation by lawyers and a further ‘juridification’ process results. The book
includes a comparative legal methodology on the framework underpinning mediation practise in other common law jurisdictions, including the United States, Australia, and Hong Kong, in order to explicate
shared or distinctive approaches to mediation. The book will be of great interest to academics and students of legal theory and dispute resolution.
This book provides a detailed guide to the principles and practice of construction contracts. It is written for both students and professionals working in all branches of surveying and construction. Based around
the JCT 05 Standard Building Contracts, it has been fully revised and updated to reflect the latest versions of these contracts. The book sets out clearly what should be done at each stage of the construction
contract process. Each step is illustrated with examples of good practice making clear the role and responsibilities of the surveyor and how responsibilities are best delivered. This fourth edition of Contract
Practice for Surveyors builds on the book's reputation for clarity and simplicity to provide the most accessible and useful introductory guide to construction contracts available today.
A legal reference on construction law that offers guidance for professionals and addresses the important construction law issues.
This is the first book to offer a systematic and analytical overview of the legal framework for residential construction. In doing so, the book addresses two fundamental questions: Prevention: What assurances
can the law give buyers (and later owners and occupiers) of homes that construction work – from building of a complete home to adding an extension or replacing a shower unit – will comply with minimum
standards of design, safety and build quality? Cure: What forms of redress - from whom, and by what route - can residents expect, when, often long after completion of construction, they discover defects?
The resulting problems pose some big and difficult questions of principle and policy about standards, rights and remedies, which in turn concern justice more generally. This book addresses these key issues
in a comparative context across the United Kingdom, Ireland, Australia and New Zealand. It is an accessible guide to the existing law for residents and construction professionals (and their legal advisers), but
also charts a course to further, meaningful reforms of the legal landscape for residential construction around the world. The book's two co-authors, Philip Britton and Matthew Bell, have taught in the field in
the UK, Australia and New Zealand; both have been active in legal practice, as have the book's two specialist contributors, Deirdre Ní Fhloinn and Kim Vernau.
The newly revised and updated Construction Law, Second Edition provides a complete orientation to the construction industry and its processes, and it can be used for introductory survey courses or more
advanced courses oriented towards litigation or transactions.
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